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Beginning June 16th, the gallery is delighted to inaugurate it’s Soho location with a presentation of new
research-based paintings by New York based artist Nick Farhi.

Born in New York in 1987, Farhi has gained a reputation for repurposing still life as a form of cultural
excavation. Dividing extensive periods of time between reading visual searches the painter selects
subject matter directly from EBay and other online bazaars to continue a painting dialogue within the art
form of still life image making.  Much like Morandi did in exploring discarded vessels from flea markets,
Farhi invigorates contemporary issues and historical moments into the inanimate. Circumvented through
composition and light hearted points of view, various geometric coupling and inventions are produced
when chasing age old motifs such as sunlight and material, much like his famed still life of glass objects
that encapsulate abstract systems and conventional identities.

We see this unravel gallantly in those of his new glass slipper portraits. The Cinderella and Prince
Charming story dates back to the days before Christ, and miraculously has produced an archetypal
experience in cultures for societies to reflect upon around the world. How did the oration about two star
crossed lovers travel from continent to continent? In every version of the tale there is an orphan who has
experienced adversity and the antithesis of kinship, and falls in love while remaining in obstacle. Along
the way, supernatural friendships are made in nature where the protagonist is bestowed lessons learned
through suffering and seclusion of different kinds. Though eventually they triumph and survive against the
obtuse depths of society. Those lessons are of kindness, beauty and the ephemeral nature of
materialism.

Most famously, shoes activate the protagonist's self-esteem. In one of the most violent versions of
Cinderella the stepsisters are so malicious and greedy, they eagerly cut their toes in an effort to find their
footing in the ever-precious glass shoe. One of the sister's eyes even ends up being punctured by the
protagonist in a desperate act of self-defense.

In deflecting this emphasis on materialism the oration is always balanced by friends made in nature, in
fact the protagonist is always without materials and with a world of imagination and animal friends
before ever hearing about a shoe. A Chinese version from T’ang dynasty (618-907) tells the story of a
Yeh-Shen, a daughter whose mother has recently passed on, this young lady is raised by her father’s
second wife who becomes envious of Yeh-Shen. The young lady befriends a fish with golden eyes, that is
the reincarnated form of her mother. In an Egyptian version recorded by Strabo (the Greek geographer



b.62BC-23AD) tells the story of Rhodopis, a Greek girl, kidnapped from her parents by pirates to become a
slave to a kindly older Egyptian man. After each laborious day Rhodopis would perform a dance, a
personal ritual for herself to relax. The man enjoyed watching her perform this dance and decided to have
special shoes made for her. His Egyptian house girls were cruel and overworked Rhodopis in hopes to
stop her desire to dance at the end of her workday; without the special items though it’s emphasized that
Rhodopis would still dance onward.

Each story follows a similar narrative, a young lady enters life in a challenging manner, gains support
through animals with kindred spirits, against all odds and being triumphant against those who envied her,
going through those hardships and being in touch with the source of profound love, that source being
nature and unfounded partners.

The figures painted appear with the shifting register of the everyday yet with an aspect of considerable
storytelling. Deliberately produced through a way in which subjects are randomly discovered through the
odds of internet searches, the criteria always in Farhi’s work is the accidental portraiture found on the vast
the bazaars of modern-day technology (eBay, Etsy, and more), in turn this develops an array of
undiscovered anthropomorphic symbols.  Despite their surreal nature, the subjects cannot shatter the
same way they would if three-dimensional. By reclaiming these two-dimensions, from a screen of
research to a studio practice, we are offered a unique eye-opening experience to a world of the inanimate.
At first glance these objects appear to be the detritus of domesticity, a collection of things once loved,
perhaps even forgotten, are now a group meeting for the first time.

Alms at Dawn, 2021 is a video work set to debut with collaborator and architect, Alejandra
Avalos-Guerrero. This video, scored by Ben Morseberger, features a selection of archival footage, pointing
to the making of glass, the industrial force behind its mass production, and its delicate while strong
nature in everyday living. It asks, how fragile is the idealistic materialism that we exalt?

For centuries, the glass objects that every Cinderella happened upon was noted to be miraculous, and
ironically unbreakable upon first step or impact. Important to note it wasn’t until the tale was incorrectly
translated from German to French did the glass aspect start this mythical invention; before which ancient
Germanic languages phonetically would pronounce “glas” as a word for animal fur. So originally cinderella
shoes were the boots with the fur.

Is this still a metaphor that resides in society today? Maybe the  moment the shoe decides not to break is
the oratory emphasis of sincerity and power.  Is the shoe symbol much like other anthropomorphic
objects in Farhi's body of works? In Babushka, we begin to contemplate the nature of this resilient
symbolism, and find adventure in a timeless story.
...
Text by K.O. Nnamdie

Nick Farhi was born in 1987 in New York, NY, and studied painting at Hunter College, The Cooper Union,
and the State University of New York, and is entering the MFA Class of 2023 at Columbia University.  He
has had solo exhibitions at Bill Brady Gallery (Miami), Neochrome Gallery (Turin, Italy), Golsa (Oslo,
Norway), United Artists Ltd. (Marfa, Texas) and group shows at Brand New Gallery (Milan, Italy), Karma
International (Zurich), Steve Turner Gallery (Los Angeles, CA), Leila Heller Gallery (New York, NY), Leila
Heller Gallery (Dubai & NY), Ethan Cohen Fine Arts (New York, NY), A Gathering Of The Tribes (Lower East



Side, NY), Jonathan Viner Gallery (London, UK), and The Kirkland Gallery of the Harvard Graduate School
of Design. His work has been sold in support of institutions such as the Detroit MOCA, The Whitney
Museum of American Art, Brooklyn Academy of Music, The Watermill Center, and more. His works have
been included in numerous prominent collections such as the Collection Ringier (Switzerland), Beth Rudin
De Woody Collection (Whitney Museum Trustee), Medjuck Collection, Ganeck Collection, Brooke Shields
Collection, among many others.

Alejandra Avalos Guerrero was born in Mexico City, Mexico in 1992.  Her work has been exhibited at the
MAK Center through the Austrian Government.  She has an MArch II from Harvard University’s Graduate
School of Design.
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